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A snapshot from the steady-state response of chemical sensors conveys, on average, more mature and
relevant information regarding the analyte than a snapshot from the transient can provide. Nevertheless,
time constraints in many applications make it infeasible to wait for and extract steady-state features.
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Substituting them by transient ones is the only viable solution to accelerate odor processing. Based on
measurements recorded from metal-oxide sensors, we point to a correlation between a transient feature
and the steady-state resistance that are observed in response to fixed analyte concentration. We utilize
this correlation to expedite standard quantification and classification substantially while ensuring the
performance that the steady-state feature can provide.

© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Shortcomings of metal-oxide based gas sensors in providing
highly sensitive, selective, long-term stable, and fast response

8,13,5,16] constitute the major limitations on their practical value
18,20]. Signal processing is the most sensible approach to over-
ome these barriers, yet with limited success [10].

Feature selection is a decisive step in sensory signal processing.
evertheless, a systematic selection rule that fits all applications
oes not exist. A practical approach is to produce a set of candi-
ate features and then eliminate the redundant ones in training
he recognition system.

Since each additional feature selected for further processing
dds to the dimensionality of the problem, redundant (or non-
nformative) features may induce severe computational costs in
ubsequent stages. It is therefore necessary in many applications
o perform a redundancy check on the feature set and filter out the
nes that do not contribute to the recognition. Given a set of candi-

ate features, finding the minimal set that covers all of information
egarding the problem is a combinatorial problem, which can be
ackled in a principled manner by quantifying the correlation or

utual information [4].

� Part of this material was Presented at the International Meeting of Chemical
ensors 2008 (IMCS-12), July 13–16, 2008, Columbus, OH, USA.
∗ Corresponding author.

E-mail address: mmuezzin@ucsd.edu (M.K. Muezzinoglu).
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In addition to the amount of complexity added to the recognition
roblem, there may be other application-specific criteria that can
ake certain features less preferable than others, or maybe even

otally infeasible. This study observes such a constraint, namely the
verall processing time as determined by the time the latest feature
ccurs in a temporal pattern. In particular, we deal with the time
rofile of metal-oxide sensor resistance in response to a chemical
apor at a constant concentration.

Fulfilling time constraints in chemo-sensor driven processes is
sually difficult since the characteristic time of sensor response

s traditionally slow. Considering that the transient period in a
ypical metal-oxide sensor response is in the order of a minute,
t is imperative in many critical applications to focus the atten-
ion exclusively on the transient features, which would be available

uch earlier.
There are multiple ways to induce a transient sensory response.

wo common ones are a controlled change in analyte concentration
23,14,9,17,19,24,21] or in operating temperature [24,15,2,12,22].

e focus on the former method in this paper.
A number of transient features for odor sensors and their evalu-

tion with respect to the classification/quantification performance
ave been reported in the literature [23,14,9,17,1]. The common
pproach in utilizing transient features in recognition has been to

se them together with some steady-state features. The underlying

dea is that the transient phase may be conveying additional infor-
ation regarding the analyte that steady-state does not tell. Hence,
hen used as an aid to steady-state ones, transient features can

oost the performance. While such reasoning is absolutely valid, it

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/09254005
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/snb
mailto:mmuezzin@ucsd.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.snb.2008.10.065
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p
c
most informative ones that can be extracted from sensory response
in a memoryless way. There are two practical issues in capturing
�RMAX: first, it becomes available late in the response, and second,
08 M.K. Muezzinoglu et al. / Sensors

ight not be of much help when it is not feasible to wait until the
teady-state.

In contrast, our treatment of transient features aims at mak-
ng them successful substitutes for the steady-state ones. Note that
uch a substitution is the only feasible option, when reduction in
rocessing time is necessary.

For this purpose, we investigate the peak value of the expo-
ential moving average (denoted by E˛) of sensor resistance. The
uggested feature is available at a particular time instant in early
ransient, long before the sensor response reaches its steady-state.
ue to the (single) parameter involved in its calculation, the exact

ime E˛ occurs in the transient can be adjusted. This flexibility
nables using an bank of feature extractors on the same signal,
here the recognition process is fed with new information from

he transient on-the-fly as each feature becomes available.
We show on recordings from a metal-oxide sensor array that,

ithin a fairly wide concentration interval, E˛ correlates with the
ost preferred steady-state feature �R of sensor response in a

ne-to-one fashion. We take advantage of this relation in predict-
ng the analyte concentration shortly after the gas injection and

inutes earlier than the conventional scheme. We also investigate
he classification performance of the proposed feature using three
nalytes. We conclude that E˛ is a successful substitute to �R, pro-
ided that the recognition system has access to the transient of the
ransduction process.

The paper is organized as follows: In the next section, we intro-
uce the suggested feature E˛ and its properties. We also show on
ctual measurements that it is correlated with the standard steady-
tate measure. In Section 3, we demonstrate its quantification and
lassification performance. Concluding remarks are given in Section
. The details of the measurement setup used in the experiments
re given in Appendix A. The measurement data used in this paper
re available in the supplementary material.

. The proposed feature E˛

.1. Definition

We consider the response (resistance) of a metal-oxide sen-
or, which is subjected to a specific analyte in a constant flow. We
ssume that the analyte is applied in constant concentration begin-
ing t = t0 until the end of processing. The sensor resistance r(t) is
ampled and recorded at a constant rate �.

For the recorded r[k], k ≥ � · t0, we propose the real-valued fea-
ure:

˛{r[·]} = maxkema˛(r[k]).

ere, ˛ ∈ [0, 1] being a smoothing parameter, the exponential mov-
ng average operator ema˛ transforms a given discrete-time signal
[k] into

[k] = (1 − ˛)y[k − 1] + ˛(x[k] − x[k − 1]) (1)

ith the initial condition y[0] = 0. Note that ema˛ implements a
inear filter from x to y. Fig. 1 shows ema˛(r[k]) for three different

values.
Exponential moving average is a popular smoothing technique

n time-series analysis. When applied on the (time-derivative of
he) saturated exponential signal:

(t) = S ·
(

1 − exp
(

− t
))

, (2)

�

hich can be considered as an over-simplified model of metal-
xide sensor response to an analyte under the assumptions given
bove, the transform ema˛ gives a time-series with a single peak
ithin its transient. The exact location of the peak in time depends

i

n

ig. 1. A raw metal-oxide sensor response (with offset removed) to 250 ppm ethy-
ene (top row) and its ema˛ transforms for ˛ = 0.001, 0.01, 1.0 (following three
ows).

n the smoothing parameter ˛, which also determines the band-
idth of the filter implemented. For a constant ˛ and �, the
agnitude of this peak is linearly correlated with the steady-state

alue S of the signal, due to the linearity of the transform.
It is known that the transient phase of the transduction by

in oxide sensors are governed by multiple chemical reactions
t different time-scales [7]. Therefore, the transient response of
uch sensors are actually more complicated than pure exponen-
ial behavior. This fact is the motivation for more detailed response

odels, such as the summation of exponentials, also known as
he Gardner transform [9]. Nevertheless, when the sensor is sub-
ected to a constant concentration of the analyte, the response
ollows a monotonically increasing and saturated profile, unless the

easurement is contaminated by an irregularity in the flow or by
nother analyte (two possibilities that were disregarded due to our
ssumption above). Despite its deviation from a pure exponential,
his time profile still ensures a distinct peak value in the transient
fter the EMA transform (see Fig. 1).1 Next, we show experimen-
ally that this peak value is still correlated with the (projected)
teady-state value:

RMAX = lim
t→∞

r(t) − r(t0), (3)

et in a nonlinear way. This nonlinearity should be attributed to the
ultiple chemical processes during transient that causes the actual

deviate from the pure exponential s(t).

.2. Correlation with �R

�RMAX is the most popular feature used in chemo-sensory data
rocessing. According to different rankings [1,19] based on various
riteria and datasets, this steady-state feature stands among the
t is susceptible to drift.

1 The optimal number of components in the Gardner expansion are found to be
o more than a few in practice.
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Table 1
Concentrations of the three pure analytes sampled in the database

Analyte Concentrations (ppm)

Ethanol 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175, 200, 225, 250, 275
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Fig. 3. The times when E˛ and �RMAX become available in ethanol measurements
v
o
d

f

t
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thylene 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175, 200, 225, 250, 275
cetone 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450, 500

ach dataset contains five replicates from each concentration.

We have observed the correlation between �RMAX and E˛ on
hree datasets, each containing pre-recorded responses of a metal-
xide sensor array to a certain analyte at various concentrations.
he analytes and their concentrations contained in the database are
isted in Table 1. See the Appendix A for details on the measurement
etup. The database is available in the supplementary material.

Fig. 2 shows the two features mapped against each other for
ach ethanol measurement in the dataset. The measurements are
n the increasing order along the fit (from the origin to the northeast
irection) with respect to the concentration. As ˛ is reduced, the
lear improvement in the correlation can be observed between the
wo features (see the mean square error in the quadratic fits for
ach ˛ in the figure).

There are two different reasons for this outcome: First, with a
mall ˛, ema˛ has a better noise-rejection capability so that the
eak becomes more clear after the transform. Second, it delays
he occurrence of E˛ such that it captures a longer history of the

easurement, thus gives a more mature and informative indicator.
The price paid for a higher-quality E˛ is the extended period

ntil it becomes available in the signal. We define the occurrence
ime of a feature as the time elapsed from the gas injection until the
atest peak observed in the 16 sensor responses. The average of this
ime with respect to concentration in the ethanol dataset is given
n Fig. 3 for different ˛ values and for �RMAX for comparison. For
ractical purposes, instead of the actual time of �RMAX as defined

n (3), we record its availability at the time that the response enters
he ∓2% band of �R . Clearly, for each ˛, E˛ becomes available in
MAX
he measurement substantially earlier than �RMAX. Also note that
he �RMAX time is highly sensitive to measurement noise, which
oses a challenge in deciding when to extract it.

ig. 2. All 70 ethanol measurements mapped on the 2D feature space �RMAX vs. E˛

or each ˛ ∈ {0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1.0} (each color-coded). The dots are the actual data
xtracted and the curves are quadratic fits with their mean-square-errors indicated.
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ersus the concentration range swept. The curves show the mean times calculated
ver the five replicates and the shaded bands around them indicate the standard
eviation.

We have verified this trade-off in other datasets on the same
eature space.

One can take advantage of the illustrated correlation and the
ime difference in expediting quantification and identification of
nalytes. We demonstrate this idea on two problems in the next
ection. Before that, we would like to point out a generic process-
ng scheme that can be useful in balancing the demands on the
rocessing time and the performance when the proposed feature

s used.

.3. Bank of E˛ features

Despite being a better indicator of �RMAX as ˛ goes to zero, the
uantity E˛ with a small ˛ does not necessarily supersede the tran-
ient features with larger ˛ values. In other words, E˛ with a large
could still have something novel to convey about the measured

nalyte. Therefore, using multiple features in parallel on the same
ensor response can be useful.

We propose the scheme shown in Fig. 4. Here, the features
ecome available at different times since they have different
values. As soon as a feature becomes available, it is passed on to

he decision unit. In this way, the decision unit would have access
o a rich variety of information sources regarding the same process.
his variety comes at the expense of increasing the dimensionality
f problem.

Would employing multiple features in such an incremental
rrangement require an update on the decision rule during the
rocess? The answer is no, since the information base would be
ested with respect to time, i.e., the content {E˛1, E˛2, . . . , E˛i}
vailable to the decision unit at a given time T is necessarily con-
ained in the base at any t > T . Assuming that the unavailable
eatures in the system are substituted by a constant, say 0, the
attern space for the decision unit grows in dimension by time,

ith the previous content retained in the subspaces. In this par-

icular case, an optimum unbiased classifier/regressor, such as a
upport Vector Machine (SVM), designed for the full n-dimensional
pace, would still be optimal in each subspace, i.e., before all n
eatures are available. Therefore, the same decision unit (without
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As shown in the previous tests, two E˛ features extracted from
the same sensor response can convey independent statistics regard-
ing the process, particularly in classification. This supports the idea
of using a multi-dimensional feature, containing multiple E˛ fea-

Table 2
Average correct prediction rates (in %) when linear SVM is applied on the quantifi-
cation of the indicated analyte using the selected feature.
Fig. 4. A bank of features with different smoothing

ny change in its parameters) can be used throughout the pro-
ess.

. Simulation results

In this section, we make use of the proposed transient feature
s a substitute of �RMAX in two standard applications, namely
uantification (i.e., concentration prediction) and classification (i.e.,
nalyte type identification). We finally demonstrate the idea of E˛

eature bank in the combined problem.

.1. Quantification

We consider first the problem of predicting the analyte concen-
ration given a sensor array response, assuming that the analyte
dentity is known.

The concentration is a continuous variable, hence the pre-
iction should be made by a regressor which takes 16 features
rom the sensors and output a real number. Nevertheless, the
roblem can also be cast as a classification one when the con-
idered concentration interval is discretized and each interval is
ssigned as a class. Our dataset is especially suitable for the latter
pproach since the concentration levels are already quantized (see
able 1).

Considering the three datasets separately, we extracted four fea-
ures, namely �RMAX, E0.001, E0.01, E0.1, from each one of the 70
ecords. In each case, we constructed a 16-dimensional real vector
or each measurement and labeled it with its concentration.

In evaluating each feature, we used a linear SVM classifier with
6 inputs. In particular, we randomly split the dataset into 80%
raining and 20% test sets. The training part was used in the design of
inear SVM design, which we performed using [3]. Then, we tested
he performance of the decision unit on the test data and recorded
he correct classification rate. We repeated this design-test proce-
ure 100 times with different random splits.

The average prediction rate over these trials are listed in Table 2

or each dataset and for each feature used.

�RMAX is known to be strongly correlated with the analyte con-
entration [8]. Therefore, in quantification, E˛ with a small ˛ is
onsistently a better indicator, as it is more tightly correlated with
RMAX than an E˛ with a large ˛.

E
E
A

eters can be evaluated in parallel and in real time.

.2. Identification

The high dimensionality of the considered data, high quality of
easurements, and the small number of analyte classes makes the

dentification problem a straightforward one when all 16 sensor
esponses are used. The classification performance hits 100% on
he dataset when any pair of sensors are used with any features
onsidered in this work. Therefore, in the identification test, we
sed a single sensor response (sensor no. 1) and disregarded others.
e used the four features �RMAX, E0.001, E0.01, E0.1 of the single

hannel time-series, which was extracted in the previous test.
We grouped the extracted scalar features by the feature type

nd, within each group, labeled the data by the analyte identity
regardless of the concentration). Note that each group induces a
hree-class classification problem, which we attacked, once again,
ith a linear SVM. We employed the same train-test procedure

ollowed in the previous test.
The average correct classification rate was 85.3%, 82.9%, 89.5%,

nd 93.8% for E0.1, E0.01, E0.001, and �RMAX, respectively. Compa-
able results have been obtained when other sensors were used
ndividually in this experiment.

The steady-state feature stands as the best one again. However,
s opposed to the quantification test, an earlier E˛ feature with a
arge ˛ does not necessarily yield a worse performance than the
ater features in identification.

.3. The combined problem
E0.1 E0.01 E0.001 �RMAX

thanol 66.9 69.3 81.0 85.1
thylene 76.1 76.6 85.5 86.9
cetone 71.0 75.3 76.7 75.2
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ig. 5. Map of all responses recorded from a single sensor on a 3D feature space in
thylene in blue, and acetone in green).

ures of the same sensor transient, to improve the accuracy of
ecision.

We demonstrated this idea on the joint problem of quantifying
nd identifying a given measurement. As in the identification test,
e focused on a single sensor response (number 1 in the array). This

ask was qualitatively more difficult than the individual problems
nvestigated above, because two decisions had to be made simul-
aneously on-the-fly and based on a single-channel time series.

For this purpose, we considered the triple of features E0.1, E0.01,
nd E0.001. We mapped each sensor response in the three analyte
atasets to these features and labelled them both with the concen-
ration and the analyte identity. Hence, the problem was to classify
given single-channel measurement into 42 categories (each corre-
ponding to a analyte type at a concentration level) using 3 transient
eatures. We used the linear SVM evaluation method as performed
n the previous tests.

When E0.1, the earliest feature, was used alone, the linear SVM,
rained and tested as in previous simulations, was 62.1% accurate in
dentifying the correct identity and concentration. As was reported
bove, this single feature is 85% accurate in identifying the correct
nalyte only. So, the drop in the performance is due to the increased
omplexity of the problem by the quantification aspect.

When E0.1 and E0.01 features are used together to solve the prob-
em, the performance of the SVM (now with two inputs) advanced
o 89.5% on the combined problem. These two features gave 93.6%
ccuracy in predicting the correct identity, when the quantification
spect is ignored.

The three transient features gave 92.9% correct classification rate
n the combined problem, where they were 100% accurate in iden-
ifying the analyte type. The advantage that is gained by using these
eatures together on the problem is illustrated in Fig. 5. As observed
rom the figure, using multiple features together reduces the con-
usion (overlap) in class representations, making classification an
asier task. Adding more transient features (i.e., new blocks to the
eature bank in Fig. 4) can further improve the performance at the
xpense of an increase in availability time.

The �RMAX feature alone is only 63.3% accurate in making the
orrect classification on the combined problem.
. Conclusions

We have presented a transient feature, E˛, of the metal-oxide
ensor response to a constant concentration of analytes. The fea-
ure is available much earlier than the standard steady-state feature

a
o

l
s

by three transient features. The analyte identities are color-coded (ethanol in red,

RMAX, but gives comparable results both in quantification and
dentification problems. The feature is parameterized by a single
eal variable ˛, which adjusts its availability in time and its quali-
ies. The extraction process is computationally straightforward and
uitable for parallel computation. This enables one to use multiple
eatures with different qualities on the same slowly-saturating time
eries.

A clear transient is necessary to extract the suggested feature.
herefore, an effective flow control, such as sniffing, in the acqui-
ition is required. On the other hand, since it captures only a short
eriod within the transient, E˛ is not affected by the drift or other

ong-term hazards.
Various transient regimes that can be observed in the sensor

esponse, such as the one caused by switching the temperature [11],
akes transient features feasible options in chemo-sensory signal

rocessing. These features are vital in expediting the decisions.
The derivative-based E˛ spans just one half of the dynamical

eature spectrum regarding the sensor transients. The other half
ontains integral features, which we are currently investigating.
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ppendix A. Measurement setup and database

An array of 16 commercially available metal-oxide based gas
ensors were placed in a 60 ml volume test chamber to measure
apors at different concentrations. This chamber was connected to
computer-controlled continuous flow system that allowed us to
btain, starting from calibrated gas bottles, the desired concentra-
ions of the different gases and gas mixtures in a highly reproducible
ay. The carrier gas was dry air. The total gas flow was set to 200
l/min and kept constant. Moisture level was kept at 10% R.H. (mea-

ured at 30 ◦C ∓ 1 ◦C) during the entire measurement process. The
ollowing (four from each) screen-printed sensors by Figaro Inc. [6]
ere used in this study: TGS2620, TGS2610, TGS2602, TGS2600.

The response of the micro-gas sensor array was measured when
he operating temperature of sensors was fixed at 400 ◦C. The data

cquisition board was controlled by a LABVIEW® program running
n a PC platform.

Fourteen different concentrations of each analyte (ethanol, ethy-
ene, and acetone—see Table 1) were measured using the gas
ensor-array. Each measurement was replicated 5 times (performed
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n a disordered way), which gave a total of 70 measurements from
ach analyte. The measurement procedure consisted of the follow-
ng steps: First, a constant flow of dry air was circulating through
he sensing chamber while the gas sensor array were kept at a
table working temperature of 400 ◦C. This was done to measure
he baseline steady-state sensor response. Afterwards, the desired
oncentration of the gas was injected by the continuous flow sys-
em into the sensing chamber. Finally, in the third step (cleaning
hase) the vapor was vacuumed away from the sensor array and
he chamber was cleaned with dry air before the concentration
hase of a new measurement could start. The acquisition of these
easurements took about 20 min to complete, i.e., 10 min for the

as injection phase and 10 min for the recovery (cleaning) phase.
e discarded the recovery phase and subtracted the baseline from

ach record. The sampling rate was set to � = 10 Hz.

ppendix B. Supplementary data

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found,
n the online version, at doi:10.1016/j.snb.2008.10.065.
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